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An experienced economist has been ‘fact checked’ and corrected by Facebook
after he stated that the U.S. is now in a recession.
Phil Magness, a researcher and educator with the American Institute for Economic
Research, reacted to the incident by commenting “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.”
Facebook uses ‘independent’ fact checkers at Politifact, a brazenly partisan operation,
which ‘corrected’ Magness’ post about the Biden administration attempting to change the
definition of a recession.
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We live in an Orwellian hell-scape. Facebook is now "fact checking" anyone who questions
the White House's word-games about the definition of a recession.
pic.twitter.com/pHGPWrxRpD
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 28, 2022
Magness provided examples of previous statements by Biden himself about being in a
recession that were never fact checked:
Or the time Biden declared we were in a recession in September 2020? No fact-check there
either. pic.twitter.com/a4covaK6dO
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 28, 2022
Can somebody show me the NBER determination that said we were in a recession in
October 2020? Asking for a friend... https://t.co/X55NPvl5Pq
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 28, 2022
The entire media "fact checking" industry is an exercise in politically motivated fraud.
pic.twitter.com/FjrKZe3iFi
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 29, 2022
The economist also noted that practically every other country defines a recession as two
consecutive quarters of negative growth:
Here is the UK Treasury's published definition.https://t.co/56YII2SEr8
pic.twitter.com/FSov5kEDkP
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 31, 2022
New York Times, glossary of economic terms, December 31, 1978:https://t.co/j25Pd775jU
pic.twitter.com/ls4jouKcp2
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 31, 2022
Australia:https://t.co/kTCcuLaHSf pic.twitter.com/YhpJAE73qp
— Phil Magness (@PhilWMagness) July 31, 2022
Biden and his underlings have engaged in gaslighting on the definition of recession
throughout the past week, and it has continued into this week:
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Sperling says that two negative quarters is not an "accurate definition" of a recession
Which is funny, because in a 2001 paper he co-authored with future Obama OMB Director
Peter Orszag, he said that's exactly what the informal definition was https://t.co/gofBa01i9k
pic.twitter.com/WDl887ng1p
— Zach Parkinson (@AZachParkinson) July 29, 2022
Biden economic advisor Brian Deese on the Biden recession: “We’re clearly moving
through a transition” pic.twitter.com/1F2Ls1yK67
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 29, 2022
Biden official Samantha Power: There is "a feeling that there will be winners and there will
be people left behind" in the green energy "transition."
"We have to find a way to transition people who are making their livelihoods...in the coal
industry to actually find jobs." pic.twitter.com/GsorN2E5HU
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 29, 2022
Nancy Pelosi on Democrats' new tax hike legislation:
"Transformational. We've never spent this much money." pic.twitter.com/qS56jlF3QX
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 29, 2022
REPORTER: “When can Americans expect that [economic] transition to be over?”
KARINE JEAN-PIERRE: "It’s happening currently right now. That is what we’re stepping
into.” pic.twitter.com/ABuScN67YB
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 29, 2022
BIDEN ADVISOR JARED BERNSTEIN: “No one ever said inflation wasn’t really
happening”
REPORTER: “You said it was ‘transitory.’”
BERNSTEIN: “Exactly…We talked about the fact that the [$1.9 trillion stimulus] was going
bring a little more heat.” pic.twitter.com/iEaDDxvbOf
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 29, 2022
pic.twitter.com/bZql3uKw16
— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 30, 2022
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Meanwhile, on Brian Stelter’s clown show Sunday, New York Times columnist and
‘economist’ Paul Krugman replied “No, we aren’t and no, it doesn’t,” when asked “Are we
in a recession and does the term matter?”
Krugman said “None of the usual criteria that real experts use says that we’re in a
recession right now,” which is blatantly not true.
“What does matter?” Krugman further stated, adding “The state of the economy is what it
is. Jobs are abundant.”
As for Krugman’s repetition of the Biden talking point about jobs…

🚨🚨🚨

152.5 million people were employed right before the Lockdowns.
151.9 million were employed last month.
If adding no net news jobs in more than two years is not a recession, then I don't know what
is.
I actually do know: 6 months of negative GDP/economic activity.
pic.twitter.com/MYw9gHInfJ
— Yossi Gestetner (@YossiGestetner) July 28, 2022
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German Foreign Minister Says Support For Ukraine Will Continue
“No Matter What Voters Think”
War will be prolonged at the expense of her own citizens.
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Sean Gallup via Getty Images
Despite soaring energy prices that threaten the stability of the country,
Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said she would continue to support
Ukraine “no matter what German voters think.”
Baerbock made the remarkable comments during an event in Prague yesterday organized
by the NGO Forum 2000.
“If I give the promise to people in Ukraine – ‘We stand with you, as long as you need us’ –
then I want to deliver. No matter what my German voters think, but I want to deliver to
the people of Ukraine,” she said.
The German official said that such an approach would not change even if large numbers
of people were out in the streets protesting against crippling energy bills.
German FM: I will put Ukraine first “no matter what my German voters think” or how hard
their life gets. pic.twitter.com/GwAqIZ2jL7
— Ignorance, the root and stem of all evil (@ivan_8848) August 31, 2022
“We are facing now wintertime, when we will be challenged as democratic politicians.
People will go in the street and say ‘We cannot pay our energy prices’. And I will say ‘Yes I
know, so we help you with social measures.’ But I don’t want to say ‘Ok then we stop the
sanctions against Russia.’ We will stand with Ukraine, and this means the sanctions will
stay also in wintertime, even if it gets really tough for politicians,” said Baerbock.
The comment is a fairly stunning admission that world leaders are intent on prolonging
the war for as long as possible, no matter how much it harms the countries they are
supposed to represent.
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Germans face one of the worst cost of living crises in Europe, with governments arranging
‘warm up spaces’ in major cities where people who can’t pay their bills will go to avoid
freezing to death, with blackouts expected.
Citizens have already exhausted supplies of electric heaters, firewood and stoves in many
areas as they prepare for energy rationing this winter, while inflation in Germany just hit
its highest level in almost 50 years.
Those planning to protest against the situation have also been demonized as domestic
extremists by the authorities.
As we reported last month, the interior minister of the German state of North RhineWestphalia (NRW), Herbert Reul (CDU), outrageously suggested Germans who may be
planning to protest against energy blackouts were “enemies of the state” who want to
overthrow the government.
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Three Quarters of British Pubs Face Closure Due to ‘Current Thing
Crisis’
Unaffordable energy bills could wipe out majority of industry.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/caI_cqOOn6s
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Quarter of Brits Will Refuse to Turn on Heating This Winter
Because they can’t afford to pay the bill.
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Yui Mok - PA Images via Getty Images
Almost a quarter of Brits say they will refuse to turn on the heating this
winter because the skyrocketing cost of energy has become unaffordable.
The energy price cap is set to rise in October, pushing up bills by 80%, meaning the
average yearly household bill will rise from £1,971 to £3,549 ($2,300 to $4,150).
By next spring, energy bills are set to soar to £6,522, a level that threatens to push half of
the country into fuel poverty.
A survey by Savanta ComRes reveals that 23% of those polled say they will simply refuse
to turn their heating on at all.
Around 11% say they will be forced to take out a loan to pay their energy bill, while this
number rises to 17% for people with children under 18.
Meanwhile, as the cost of supporting ‘the current thing’ begins to bite, appetite for
sending more money to Ukraine is on the wane.
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Back in March 48% of Brits supported sanctions on Russia, even if it meant higher
inflation and energy bills, but this figure has now dropped to 38%.
“It is a struggle,” Sam Pointer, an insurance account manager with three young children
told the Sunday Times.
“If the government could find some way to support Ukraine to come to a peaceful
solution, that would be great. But I’m not too hopeful.”
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Many observers are warning of widespread civil unrest unless the government takes
radical steps in the form of financial bailouts.
One senior energy industry figure told the government that when people “realize how bad
this is going to get,” they could take their anger to the streets in the form of violent
demonstrations.
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